
Characteristics Instruction for use 

  
Composition: non-woven polypropylene absorbent 
Exists in different colours. Pre-cut sheets. 
  
  
For more information, see MSDS. 

  
Apply WYPSORB to the surface according to the volume of liquid to be 
absorbed. Leave until complete absorption of stains. 
WYPSORB GR50: keep the smooth layer on the top. 
  
Waste: can be burnt, refer to the current regulations. WYPSORB melts 
around 160°C and ignites around 430°C. 

GREY (WYPSORB GR50 anti-pilling strengthened roll / WYPSORB GF50 sheets): Oleophilic and hydrophilic: absorbs all liquids on 
floors, workbenches… 
WHITE (WYPSORB BR50, roll): Oelophilic: specially adapted to the recycling of hydrocarbons and derivatives on floor and water. 
YELLOW (WYPSORB JF50): Acids and bases. 
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MULBIO NG: Degreasing & tare removal, ready to use. 

 
This datasheet supersedes previous documents. The information contained in these data sheets is based on our present knowledge and experience and is given as indication 
only. Under no circumstances does it engage our responsibility in the event of misuse of our products. Non-contractual photos and images. 

Industry        Public buildings                  Construction 

For liquid removal, they can be used in case of spillage, overflowing, leaks and accidents or pollution.  

7 good reasons for using WYPSORB 
1. Double action, preventive or curative. Improves safety in workshops. 
2. Highly absorbent. 
3. Simple to use. 
4. WYPSORB GR50: Has aeronautical capacity certification N°8014. 
5. When used, does not emit dust and saves cleaning time. 
6. The waste can be burnt easily. 
7. Compact, simplified storage. 

 

Particularly suitable for use in 

 

WYPSORB 
NON-WOVEN INDUSTRIAL ABSORBENTS  

FOR LIQUIDS 

Simple, clean and quick. 
 
 
Exists in oleophilic and oleophilic/
hydrophilic qualities 

Reference Works on Quality Packaging Absorption capacity 

WYPSORB GR50 All liquids Grey (40 x 50 cm) ; 320g/30g/m² 
Strengthened structure, anti-pilling layer 

2 rolls 40m 193l in average (2 rolls) 

WYPSORB BR50 Hydrocarbons White (40 x 50 cm) ;350g/m² 2 rolls 40m 241l (2 rolls) 

WYPSORB GF50 All liquids Grey (40 x 50 cm) ; 350g/m² 100 sheets 104l (100 sheets) 

WYPSORB JF50 Acids, bases Yellow (40 x 50 cm) ; 300g/m² 50 sheets 41l (50 sheets) 
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